Add input parameter to support module/sender in the xml schema

| Status:  | Closed          | Start date: | 01/08/2013 |
| Priority: | Normal          | Due date:   |            |
| Assignee: | Yazan Suleiman  | % Done:     | 0%         |
| Category: |                | Estimated time: | 0.00 hour |

## Description

**History**

### #1 - 01/10/2013 02:55 PM - Yazan Suleiman

- Status changed from New to Resolved

new input parameters
- -se --sender
- -so --source

### #2 - 01/15/2013 04:15 PM - Celso Reyes

- Status changed from Resolved to Closed

Also, see bug #123

- -so no longer used, but -se is.